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GENRE:  Comedy/Light Drama   

SYNOPSIS:  When Craig discovers 
that he’s actually a year younger 
than he thought he was, he has to 
decide what he’ll do with his “extra” 
year. He and his highly motivated 
wife argue about the best use of 
time.

DIRECTOR’S TIP: It’s important for 
the actors to understand that even 
though their characters think they’ve 
been comfortable with their ap-
proaches to life (Craig/laid back 
and Barb/go-getter), subconscious-
ly they both have dealt with some 
regrets. This becomes apparent at 
the end of the sketch when they 
each “experiment” with the other’s 
philosophy (Craig is determined to 
get something accomplished and 
Barb attempts to relax). Therefore, 
their demeanors at the end must 
show that they are each open to at 
least working at change.

TIME: Over 5 minutes 

CAST BREAKDOWN: 2

TOPIC: Christian Living    

SCRIPTURE REFERENCE: James 4:13-17          

CHURCH YEAR SEASON: Any 

SUGGESTED USE: Worship Service       

CHARACTERS:  
 CRAIG 
 BARB  

PROPS: Couch, coffee table, chair, work boots, coat tree, book, pieces 
of mail, afghan, regular shoes  

COSTUMES: Informal “Saturday” work clothes (jeans, etc.) 

SOUND: Wireless microphones

LIGHTING: General stage

SETTING: Living room or family room
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        Lights up. CRAIG is lying on the couch under an afghan, reading a book. He yawns, 
stretches, then lays his book on his chest and closes his eyes.

BARB: (From kitchen up right, off stage) Craig, are you finished mowing the lawn?

CRAIG: Yep. Back yard’s done.

BARB: Aren’t you going to do the front?

CRAIG: The front’s not quite as long. I’ll do that maybe the beginning of next week.

BARB: Did you put away those old boots?

CRAIG: (While his eyes are closed he reaches down to the front of the couch, finds his work boots, trans-
fers them to his other hand, and drops them behind the couch) Mm. Yes, dear.

BARB: Have you seen the mail?

CRAIG: It’s right there on the counter.

BARB: (With rising frustration) There are three different piles of mail. Which is our new 
mail?

CRAIG: (Continues with his eyes closed) The pile on the left is the mail that doesn’t need to 
be answered right away; the center pile contains the monthly bills…and, of course, the 
pile on the right is today’s mail.

BARB: (Enters with a large pile of mail, pulls up a chair, and dumps half of it onto Craig’s stomach and 
keeps half for herself) Now we only have two piles.

CRAIG: (Jerks to a sitting position, his book falling to the floor) What’s going on here? (Looks at 
mail) These are all mixed up.

BARB: We’re going to go through it together right now so that I can have my counter 
space back.

CRAIG: What if I don’t want to do that with you right now? What if I’m doing some-
thing else?

BARB: (Incredulous) Like…sleeping?

CRAIG: I was just taking a little break.

BARB: (Picks up book from floor, glances at the cover, and tosses it back onto the couch) Taking a 
break from reading? Whew! You must be exhausted!

CRAIG: (Glowers) You say “reading” as if it’s a dirty word or something.
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